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FOREWORD
“Congress may make a general but communica-

tions make him a commander." .

General Omar N. Bradley

This booklet has been prepared to provide as-
sistance to the armor/cavalry small unit com-
mander in the area of effective communications.
Specific procedures or equipment addressed re-
sult from the experience of members of the
USAARMS Communication-Electronics Depart-
ment in the Republic of Vietnam, Korea, Alaska,
Europe, and CONUS.
Your comments as to content or specific prob-

lems not addressed are encouraged.
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Section I. Tank Platoon Communications
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1. Also monitors company command net.

Figure 1. Platoon command net.

l. GENERAL
The ability of the tank platoon to efficiently move and shoot

depends largely on its ability to communicate. In all cases, the

platoon leader and his subordinates are given the minimum
equipment required to provide reliable communications between

the four crew members of each tank and between each tank of

the platoon. As can be seen in figure 1, the platoon leader acts

as the net control station (NCS) of the tank platoon radio net

and also maintains a station in the company command net. The
platoon sergeant assists his platoon leader in the difficult job

of command-control of the platoon by monitoring the same two

radio nets. Each of these radio sets, mOunted in the platoon

leader and platoon sergeant tanks, has an effective transmission

range of 80 miles. The other three tanks of the platoon are

equipped with short range radio sets that allow the tank com-

manders to enter the platoon command net. Due to the mission

of the tank platoon and the relatively short distance maintained
between tanks during tactical operations, a transmission range

of 5 miles for these radios is considered adequate.

2. OTHER COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITIES
a. Field wire equipment supplements the use of radio com-

munication within the tank platoon and relieves strain on the
platoon command net during the defense, night laagers, or periods
of stand-down. Each platoon headquarters is equipped with a

sound-powered telephone and sufficient wire to provide a perime-

ter “hot loop” to each tank (figure 2).
,
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1. Connect field wire to external control box.

Figure 2. “Hot loop."

b. Field wire may also be used in conjunctiOn with the re-
mote set AN/CRA-SQ located in the platoon headquarters to
remotely operate any of the radio sets found within the platoon
at distances of up to 2-wire miles from the vehicle. As an example,
the following could be used for dismounting a crew member to
man an observation post (OP). The remote operator can operate
the radio set and is connected to the tank communications system
for nomadic traffic, e.g., crew member to crew member.
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Figure 8. Operation of the AN/GRA-39 for an OP.
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Section II. Armored Cavalry Platoon Communioaonsm
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1. Also maintains contact in the armored cavalry troop command net (FM).

Figure 4. Armored cavalry platoon communications.

3. GENERAL
Unlike the tank platoon leader, the armored cavalry platoon

leader must command and control 10 track vehicles and a variety
of radio communications. In each case, the subordinate elements
of the platoon, scouts, light armor section, rie squad, and mortar
squad are given the minimum equipment required to perform
their assigned mission (figure 4). Like the tank platoon, reliable
communications are provided for crewman—to-crewman communi-
cations (vehicle intercommunications system) and for vehicle-to-
vehicle communications. Due to the distance over which the
platoon operates fewer short range radio sets are found. The
AN/VRC—46 has the same transmission range of 30 miles as the
AN/VRC-12, and the AN/CRC-lGO radio set is basically the
same set in transmission range and Outward appearance as the
AN/VRC-64, with the exception that the radio set is issued with
sufficient additional components to allow dismounted back-pack
operations. The armored cavalry platoon leader operates as the
NCS of the platoon command net and also maintains contact with
the armored cavalry troop headquarters. As his principal assist-
ant, the platoon sergeant will assist in the operation and super-
vision of the platoon command net, as well as monitor the traffic
on the troop command net (FM).

4. OTHER COMMUNICATIONS CAPABILITIES
a. Field wire equipment supplements the use of radio com-

munications within the armored cavalry platoon, essentially the
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same as was discussed with the tank platoon. Reconnaissance

vehicles and personnel carriers may be integrated into a platoon

“hot loop” by connecting field wire to the external binding posts

located at the left rear of the track and in the light armor section

by connecting to the external control boxes on the right rear of

each tank.
b. As with the tank platoon, the remote set AN/ORA-39 may

be used to remotely operate any of the radio sets mounted in the

platoon vehicles. A recommended method for the M113 personnel

carrier is shown in figure 5.
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Note. Binding posts may be by-passed by dropping field wire through the

cargo hatch.

Figure 5. Armored cavalry platoon use of the AN/GRA—39.

Section III. Radio Net Operations

5. GENERAL .

The use of a unit Communication-Electronics Operation In-

structions (CEOI) Extract and correct radiotelephone procedure

(RTP) provide the tools whereby the armor/cavalry platoon

leader imposes discipline and efficiency upon his communications.
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6. UNIT CEOI EXTRACT
The CEOI Extract published by the squadron/battalion com-

munications officer provides the base information, e.g. frequencies,
call signs, suffixes, codes, and ciphers, for operation of all radio
nets within the unit. By glancing at the appropriate item, the

platoon leader may obtain all information required to operate his
platoon net and to function as a station in the company/troop
command net. Examples of CEOI items normally used by the

platoon leader are in figure 6.

(CLASSIFICATION)

RADIO CALL SIGNS
2d Bn, 14th Armor CEOI ITEM 5-7 AND FREQUENCIES

(FM)

Notes. I. (A) Primary call sign and frequency.
(B) Alternate caII sign and frequency.

2. Refer to Item 59-7 for individuaI suffixes.

2d Bn, I4th’ Armor Nets
Net CuII Signs Freq (MHz)

Command (A) Pirate Pipes ____________ 6.3

(B) Cold Crab _____________ 5.

Admin/Log (A) Bought Lance ___________ 38.

(B) Pertain Bump ___________ 5.5

Survl (A) Inside Seeds ____________ 68.4
(B) Daring Creeper _________ 62.5

Company A Nets
Net Call Signs Freq (MHz)

Command (A) ChiIIy Reeling __________ 37.3
(B) Thirsty Bird ____________ 5I.

Ist PIt (A) Blond Bunk ____________ 37.6
(B) Race Tight _____________ 52.

2d PIt (A) Feud Zones ____________ 32.55
(B) Fight Stance ____________ 3.

3d Plt (A) Eagle Bark _____________ 39.3
(B) Stunt Man _____________ 53.

2d Bn, 14th Armor Page of CEOI Item 5-7

Copy No. ___. pagesm
5



(CLASSIFICATION)

RADIO CALL SIGN

I. SUFFIXES
The suffixes below are used with assigned cull signs

for the periods indicated. Where the officer or activity

listed operates more than one station, letters may be

added after the suffix to indicate these stations.

2. BATTALION/SQUADRON STATIONS

Unit Station lglz ”le 21m12

tp24pz 2924mz 3124mm

Bn/Sqdn Comdr 2 26

Bn/Sqdn X0 l9 15

33 ll
l i2

25 i3
3 i4

Bn/Sqdn Op (NSC) 67 23

HQ CO/Trp Comdr l9 31

22 21

31 29
i5 25
37
34
2

Spt PM Ldr 18

2d Bn, 14th Armor Page i of CEOI Item 59-7

Copy No. 2 pages

(CLASSIFICATION)

3. COMPANY/moor STATIONS

Unitseaiion mmmz umpiz umpiz

I24z 2p24ppz 3124pz

Company/Troop Comdr _..
Company/ Troop XO
Artillery F0 Tank

Comm SGT
Motor SGT
Recovery Team

4. PLATOON STATIONS

For any numbered platoon other than 'lst Platoon, use

the following tables and change the first digit of the

suffixes to the number designation of that platoon, i.e.,

2d Plt Ldr is 25. The following blocks of suffixes are as-

signed to platoons.

is: Pit—1W9 3d Pit—3M9
2d PIt—2-29 4th Plt 4-49

Unit Station lst Tank Platoon

Tank l—Plt Ldr I2
Tank 2—TC I8
Tank 3—TC l4
Tank 4—PSG 9

Tank 5—TC l

2d Bn, 14th Armor Page 2 of CEOI Item 59-7

Copy No. 2 pages

(CLASSIFICATION)

Figure 6. Examples of CEOI items.

(CLASSIFICATION) 7. RTP
Correct radiotelephone procedure (RTP) provides a control

device whereby discipline, accuracy, clarity, security, and mini-

mum transmission time can be imposed on a radio net. The

platoon leader, acting as the NCS of the platoon net is responsible

for the correct use of RTP and for all radio net operations.

6
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a. Composition of a Tank Platoon Radio Net (Figure 7).8
BLOND BUNK 15 (AN/vac-m

BLOND Bi PLT LDR (NCS) iUNK
H

(AN/VRc-u) NET CALL SIGN '

(BLOND BUNK)
(AN/“CM

FREQ: 37.615 MHz

BLOND BUNK 12 BLOND BUNK 136 i
(AN/vac. 1 2) (AN/vac“)
PLT SGT

Figure 7. Tank platoon radio net.

b. Opening a Radio Net. To open a platoon radio net, the
platoon leader, functionin as th .

transmits:
g e NCS» keys the radxo set and

BLOND BUNK (Net Call —THIS
OVER.

) IS BLOND BUNK 16-

All other stations in the platoon net respond alpha-numerically:
BLOND BUNK lG—THIS IS BLOND BUNK 12—OVER.
BLOND BUNK lG—THIS IS BLOND BUNK lS—OVER.
BLOND BUNK 16—THIS IS BLOND BUNK 14—OVER.
BLOND BUNK lG—THIS IS BLOND BUNK lS—OVER.

Recognizing that all tanks of the platoon have t
the platoon leader verifies the fact by transmitting:

ered the net,

BLOND BUNK—THIS IS BLOND BUNK lG—OUT.
At that time the platoon net has been o’_ pened and o '

proceed until the net is closed by the platoo
leadle):ratrons may

c. Closing a Radio Net. To close a radio net, the platoon
8

leader again, functioning as the NCS, keys the radio set and

transmits:
BLOND BUNK (Net Call)-—THIS IS BLOND BUNK 16—

CLOSE STATIONS—OVER.
All other stations in the platoon net respond alpha-numerically:

THIS IS BLOND BUNK 12—ROGER—OUT.

THIS IS BLOND BUNK IS-ROCER—OUT.
THIS IS BLOND BUNK l4—ROCER—OUT.
THIS IS BLOND BUNK 15—ROGER—OUT.

d. Authorized Prowords. Allied Communications Publication

(ACP-) I25 prescribes those authorized procedural words (pro-

words) that may be used to decrease transmission time on a radio

net. Since this publication is usually not readily available to the

platoon leader, the following prowords are recommended:

(1) Radio check. Used to check the strength (loud, good,
weak, very weak, fading) and readability (clear, read—

able, distorted, with interference, unreadable) of radio
transmissions.

(2) Read back (text). Used to retransmit the text of mes-

sages that have been misunderstood or unreadable.

(3) Correction. Used to correct an error made by the

transmitting operator and immediately detected by
him.

'

(4) Disregard. Used to cancel an entire message and trans-

mitted as DISREGARD THIS TRANSMISSION.

Section IV. Field Antennas and Expedients

8. GENERAL
The antennas installed on the vehicles of armor/ cavalry units

are engineered to provide transmission ranges over relatively flat

terrain of approximately 30 miles. For tactical operations that

require reliable FM radio communications over extended dis-

tances, antennas assigned by TOE to the company/ troop head-

quarters or antennas that can be manufactured at platoon level

may be used.

9. MANUFACTURED TOE ANTENNAS
a. RC-292 Antenna. The R0292 antenna (figure 8) is author-

ized on the basis of 1 per company or troop and may be assembled

in 15 minutes to increase the transmission range of FM radio sets

2 to 3 times. The R0292 may be mounted on the ground, as

shown in the diagram, or may be inserted through the lifting
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shackle on most track vehicles and guyed to the vehicle for hastyerection. No tuning is required for the R0292; however, theantenna elements must be varied in length according to the chartin figure 9 to provide maximum transmission range at givenfrequencies.

/VERTICAL ELEMENT

ANTENNA BASEGAP-bs)

‘GROUND PLANE\/r ELEMENTS

' MAST ASSEMBLYP/ (12 MAST SECTIONS
AB-35GUY

PLATE
GUYV ROPES

Q
GROUND
SWIVEL

GuvSTAKE:
STRAP

; \\//',\E&STEE \l GROUND
STAKE/ ccgggg/u

Figure 8. Antenna Equipment RC-292.
10

g Type of .0 Type of ground
5-8 sections used g piane sections"I. 055 bugng x a «“535 x x m asn22225832222‘3; a a an”: a a:Operating 55 as a. as a $53.13 a. .5 a.frequencyMHz 23 < < < <2Q3< < < <

3. to 36.5 4 l l l l l5 2 l l l36.5” to 5. 3 0 l l l l2 'l l l l
5.5 to 75.95 2 0 l 0 l 9 O l l l

Figure 9. Elements required for a given frequency.
b. AT-784 Homing Antenna (figure 10). The AT-784 is a

homing antenna used in conjunction with FM radio sets to enable
the operator to find the direction of a transmitted signal within
the frequency range of 30 to 76 megahertz. This antenna is
particularly valuable to the cavalryman for determining home
station location during extended and fast-moving tactical opera-
tions. Nine AT-784’s are found in each cavalry troop and due
to the mission of the tank company, none are found as organic
equipment. '

Figure 10. Antenna AT—784/PRC.
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10. EXPEDIENT FIELD ANTENNAS

a. Vehicle Expedient Antennas for the ANIVRC-l2hlln Lb:
rare case in which the antennas mounted on a two-k ve 1tc :tical
come damaged or broken as a result of dense vegetanolré or a

dient
operations and cannot be immediately reptaced, a fre fexpehlde
antenna can be easily made, particularly 1n the case o .a v: Ins-

m0unting the AN/ VRC—12. If the antenna for the recerver-t rim
mitter is broken, disconnect the RF cable and antennarlna c

hifgt
unit cable from the face of the receiyer-transmitter. en,

stter
the RF cable from the auxiliary receiver to receivelrl-trantshmiT

and connect as indicated onlthe radio. Thistexgrrll:
a ow e

unit to function from the auxi iary receiver an .

b. Vehicle Expedient Antenna for the AN] VRC-§4_, AN/GEE;
160 or AN/ VRC-46 Radios. In this case, With no aux1liary rgcelilyon

antenna available, the tank or vehicle commanderhcafn Sign
the expedient antenna lslhogvn int figuretlal.le;l;:rg0; vikieeas near

' 0 the latoon ea quar ers, cu

:zgggsfiltile to the length of the broken antenna plus
6d t; 10%;:

additional length. Remove the black insulation an are

RADIATING ELEMENT
(ONE-FOURTH WAVE)

TWlSTED PAIR
TRANSMISSION LINE

MATCHING UNIT
(BYPASSED)

Figure 11. Vehicle expendient antenna.
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end of the field wire. Next, cut a sapling or tree limb to the length
of the broken antenna. Attach the field wire to the sapling and
tape or wire both sapling and field wire (leave excess length
dangling) to the matching unit or side of the turret or vehicle
hull. Then at the face of the radio set, disconnect the RF cable
from the connector marked ANT and connect field wire. As a

final step, disconnect the antenna matching unit cable from the
face of the radio set and the set is ready for operations until such
time as the manufactured antenna can be replaced.

Section V. Squelch Compatibility

11. GENERAL
For some reason, the squelch control on the face of the

standard series radios (AN/VRC-IZ, -46, -47, -64; AN/ CBC-160,
and AN/ PRC-25/ 77) tends to confuse operator personnel with its
markings of NEW ON, NEW OFF, OLD ON, and OLD OFF.
These markings were established initially (approx 1962) to pro-
vide a scheme for the netting of the older AN/CRC-S through
8-series equipment and the then new series equipment AN/VRC-
12 family. At this time, with rare exception, the AN/CRC-S
through -8 series has been phased out of active US Army units.
As a simple guide to squelch compatibility, remember that all
radios Operating in a radio net should be in the same squelch
position. If the tank platoon leader is in the NEW ON position,
all other radios in the platoon should be in NEW ON.

12. QUICK RULES OF THUMB
a. Radio Net Operation using Standard Series Radios (AN/

VRC-l2, -46, -47, -49, -64; AN/CRC-lGO; PRC-25/77). Same
squelch position on the squelch control of all radios in the net.

b. Radio Net Operation using Standard Series Radios and the
AN/GRC-3 through -8 Series. Standard series radios should all
be in the OLD OFF position or if noise—free operation is required,
the OLD ON position. This situation will occur normally when
active Army units are supporting National Cuard/ Reserve train-
ing or in combined operations with Allied forces.

Section VI. Equipment Do’s and Don’ts

13. EQUIPMENT DO’S
a. Do learn the Operator’s maintenance responsibilities for

the communications equipment issued to your platoon.
b. Do learn to pull a periodic ESC on your communications

13



equipment. Remember, the communication system on your tank
or reconnaissance vehicle constitutes one-third of the entire
weapons system.

c. Do tum off both the radio and intercom system before
starting engine.

d. Do tie down antennas when moving through builtup areas.
e. Do place the power switch on the face of the receiver-

transmitter of the AN/VRC-12 to the REMOTE position before
trying to operate the set from the TC’s crew position.
14. EQUIPMENT DON’TS

a. Don’t throw your CVC helmet about as if it were a steel
pot. You’ll ruin the communications harness and running spares
are not authorized to the battalion or squadron.

b. Don’t let a crew member lock his CVC control in the
ICS position and forget about it. If you do, only the TC will
be able to transmit.

c. Don’t use the control boxes of the intercommunications
system within the tank or PC as steps or hand-holds for entering
or exiting the vehicle.

d. Don’t tear the external control box and its interphone off
the rear of the tank by careless driving.

e. Don’t get excited and shoot an antenna off your M113.
It’s as important as qualifying with that .50 cal machinegun.

lD-27-O-Army-Knox-Jan 74-7M
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